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Section 5: A remark on the parts I and II of this communication.1) 
This section is devoted to the correction of an error occurring in the 
introduction of part I of this communication. AU the other following 
sections however are self contained, can be read independently of the 
parts I and II and treat the following general question: if a function f(z) 
satisfies a linear functional relation and moreover possesses for large jzj 
an asymptotic factorial expansion, is it then possible to determine the 
coefficients occurring in this expansion by means of simple linear recurrence 
relations? Under a general condition the answer to this question is 
affirmative and often we find even linear recurrence relations of bounded 
length; a recurrence relation which writes am as a linear function of 
a0, a1, ... , am-1 has a length ~A if this linear function involves only 
am-1, am-2, ... , am-A (we put ah=O for each negative integer h). 
As I already said above, in this section I restrict myself to a remark 
on the parts I and II. In the introduction (see p. 337) I mentioned that 
Mr. T. D. RINEY has treated in his 1956 paper 2) the function 
(47) ( ) F(z-a1)F(z-a2) ... F(z-a,) g z -
- F(z-e0 ) F(z-e1) ... F(z-er)' 
where s~r, which for each positive E possesses in the sector 
-n+ E<arg z<n- E for large jzj an asymptotic order relation of the form 
(48) ~ M-1 c ( 1 ) ~ g(z) =a"" t m~o F(o.oz_;n,B+m) + O F(o.oz+,B+M) S' 
where 
a=r+ 1-s; (3= a1 + ... +as-eo- ... -er+ is- ir and Co= l, 
I) See these Proceedings, Series A, 60, 1957, 337-345 and 346-351; Indagationes 
Mathematicae, 19, 1957, 337-345 and 346-351. 
2) On the coefficients in asymptotic factorial expansions, Proc. Amer. Math. 
Soc. 7, 1956, 245-249. 
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where 111 denotes an arbitrary constant integer ~ 0 and where the 
coefficients c0, c1 , ... denote suitably chosen constants. The main purpose 
of Riney's 1956 paper was to deduce for the eoefficients Cm (m~ I) an 
inductive formula which involves all the preceding coefficients co, c1, ... , Cm-1 . 
In view of a generalisation of his result I have written his recurrence 
formula in the form (see part I, page 338, formula (6)) 
( 49) 
l m-1 
Cm =- mx"+ 1 I Cnp(m- -l-'-IX-n, x, (5-'-n, 1p), 
n~o 
valid for each positive integer m. 
1Ioreover I have shown (see part I, p. 338) that (g(z))-1 satisfies an 
order relation of the form 
j·J-1 
(50) (g(z))-1 = IX-"z { I ymT(1Xz+f3--m) ---O(T(IXZ-(3-M))}, 
m~o 
where yo= l and where Ym(m~ l) can be evaluated by means of a 
recurrence relation involving yo, YI. ... , Ym-1· In the introduction of part I 
(on page 338, formula (8)) I have written, 
(8) 1 
m-·1 . 
Ym=mcx"+ 1 L Ynq(m+l+IX-n,IX,(3+n,1p). 
n=O 
Mr. RINEY, who in two 1958 papers 1) has submitted both problems to 
a nearer investigation informed me by letter that formula (8) does not 
agree with a result obtained by him in his second 1958 paper. The 
disagreement is a consequence of the fact that, under the misleading 
influence of the similarity with formula ( 49) I have written in (8) 
q(m + l +IX- n, IX, (3 -!- n, 1p), where I meant q(m -+ l ,-IX- n, IX, IX+ (3- n, 1p), 
so that (8) must be replaced by 
(51) 
l m -1 
Ym = ma<"+ 1 L ynq(m- l ···IX-n, IX,IX+/3--n, 1p). 
n~o 
All the proofs occurring in the parts I and II of this communication are 
correct, but in the introduction of part I we must replace (3 + n (which 
occurs as third argument of the function q) six times by IX+ (3- n, 
namely in formula (8), in the formula on line 6 of p. 340, in formula (18) 
(two times) and finally on the lines 2 and 4 on page 342. 
Section 6: General remarks on asymptotic factorial series. 
In this and in the following sections a sum _l is extended over the 
m 
integers m ~ 0; a similar remark holds for each of the sums _l, _l, _l, _l, L· 
A series of the form " k z n r 
ao a1 + a2 , "" F(z) (52) z + z(z+l) z(z+l) (z+2)-- ··· =.;-am F(z+m+1) 
1) A finite recursion formula for the coefficients in asymptotic expansions, 
Transactions Amer. Math. Soc., 88, No. 1, 1958, 214-226. 
Coefficients in certain asymptotic factorial expansions of the second kind, presented 
at the Amer. Math. Soc. Summer Meeting. 
I;);) 
with constant coefficients am is mmally called a fa.etorial series of the 
first kind. Such a series can be used in asymptotic::; since for each positive 
constant c:: the series converges in the sector ;r E < arg z < n- E 
asymptotically for large jzj. 
A series of the form 
(53) I'(z) a 0 ...Lrt1(z-l)+a2(z-l)(z-2) + ... = Lam...,r;:---'-"""'---:-
m (z--m) 
with constant coefficients am is usnally called a factorial series of the 
second kind, but such a series can not be used in asymptotics, since it 
never converges asymptotically, unless it is a finite sum. 
Instead of (52) I consider the more general type 
(54) "' I'(z+u) ;.-am I'(z+u+m+8)' 
where u and s denote constants. The special case (52) is obtained by 
choosing u = 0 and s = l. Instead of (53) I consider series of the form 
(55) "'a I'(z+u---m-8) ;.- m I'(z+u) · 
For each positive constant E both (54) and (55) converge in the sector 
-n+ E<arg z<n- E asymptotically for large jzj. 
For the sake of simplicity I write 
(56) I'(z) I'(z-8) 1po(z, S) = I'(z + 8) and 1jJI(Z, S) = T(z), 
so that 
(57) L am"P!,(z-!-U, m+s) 
m 
denotes the series (54) if fl = 0 and the series (55) if ll = l. 
.3 always denotes in this paper an unbounded point set lying in an 
sector - :n; + E < arg z < :n;- E, where E is a positive constant. The series 
(57) converges asymptotically in g. We provide the sign L with a dash 
if the asymptotically convergent series is meant. It follows from the 
formula of Stirling that in 3 each asymptotic sum of (57) is equal to 
~+0(-1) z·' :::•+1 . 
Therefore I call s the exponent of (57); furthermore fl and 1t are called 
resp. the index and the parameter of the series, so that an index is 
always 0 or l. 
The formula of Stirling yields immediately: 
Theorem l: If tl• s and u are given, where !l= 0 or l, then a function 
possesses in 2 for large izi an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(58) /(z) ex> L' am1Ji1,(z+1t, m+s) 
m 
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with constant coefficients a111 if and only if f (z) possesses in B an asymptotic 
expansion of the form 
(59) f(z) ~ I' Amz-m-s 
m 
with constant coefficients Am. 
The sufficient and necessary condition formulated in this theorem does 
not involve p, and u, so that the fact whether a function possesses an 
asymptotic expansion of the form (58) is independent of p, and u. In 
particular if for suitably chosen constants p,, s and u, where p, = 0 or I, 
a function f(z) possesses in B the asymptotic expansion (58), then it 
possesses in B an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(60) f(z) ~I' a!"P~<(z+v , m+s). 
"' 
In order to express the coefficients a:, by means of the original coefficients 
ah we use ~following theorem, which is called the addition theorem 
or the transformation z + aiz. 
Theorem 2 : For each positive constant E we have in the sector 
-n+ E< arg z < n- E for large izi 
(6I) '!p.(z +eX, {3) ~ t' (- )(l-v)k c-r lX) r~(;/) '!f'.(z, k + {3) . 
Here "' and f3 denote arbitra1·y constants and v = 0 or I . The formula means 
for v=O 
(62) F(z+a) ~' k (ex) F(lc+{J) F(z) F(z+ex+.B) ~ f (-) lc F(,B) F(z + lc+,B) 
and for v= I 
(63) F(z +ex - ,8) I' (- ex) F(lc + ,8) F(z- k- {J) F(z +ex) ~ k k F(,B) F(z) · 
In this paper r~(~:), where k is an integer ~ 0, means always 
f3(f3 +I) .. . (k + f3- I) , even if f3 is .an integer ~ 0. 
Proof: In the sector -n+ E < arg z < n- E the function '!f'.(z+cX, /3) 
possesses according to the formula of Stirling an asymptotic expansion 
in which each term is equal to a constant times z - k-P, where k is an 
integer ~ 0; the constant factor is a polynomial in {3. Consequently 
1p.(z +eX, /3) possesses an asymptotic factorial expansion 
(64) 1p.(z +eX, {3) ~I' Yk(/3) 1p.(z, k + {3), 
k 
where Yk(/3) is a polynomial in {3. It is sufficient to show that this 
polynomial is equal to 
(65) Yk(/3) = (- )<1-•>k c-rex) r~(~/). 
In the proof I may therefore assume that Re f3 > 0. 
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If z is a positive number > - Re o.:, then 
1p (z--'-- eX /3) F({J) = T(z + o;) T({3) = f ( 1 - l)z-;a-l (r!- 1 d;-
o . ' T(z + x + {3) o ~ ~ 
= I (- )k (~) J (1 _ ()z-1 (1.-,-,o-1 d~ 
7c 0 
= f ( -Jk(~) ?~;:~:~) = f ( -Jk(~)r(k+{J) "Po(z, k+fJ) 
so that in the case v = 0 we obtain ( 6:2). 
If z > Re fJ and z > Re (/3 -eX), then 
T(z+cx-{3)T({J) = fl ( 1 _r)z,~- 1l-l ri3-ldt 
T(z+rx) 0 ~ " ~· 
The contribution to the last integral of the interval (.§-, 1) 1s 
1 
Q f (!jz+Re"-Re/l-1 (Re/l-1 d( = omz 
t 
and tends therefore for z-HXl asymptotically to zero. 
Consequently 
t 
"Pl(z+cX, {J) F({J) N I (I-,:y+-a-/l-1 ca-l d( 
0 
t ( r )-" =J(l-()z-/l-1 1+1_:_~ (fl-ld( 
0 
= I(- ex) l ( 1- oz-k-/l-1 c"'+/l-1 ac. 
k k 0 
For each z > k + Re fJ the last integral is asymptotically equal to 
so that 
fl ( 1- r)z-k-/l-1 ,>-k+/l-1 d!: = T(z -- k- {J) T(k + {J) . o s , .. T(z) . 
1p1(z+x, {J) F({J) N. I' (~ex) F(k+{J) 1p1(z, k+{J), 
k 
which yields (63) in the case v= 1. This completes the proof. 
This theorem implies that the coefficients a! (m ~ 0) occurring in (60) 
have the value 
(66) * = ~ (-)11-ltl(m-Zla ((-)~-'(u--v)) T(m+s) am ~ I m-l T(l+s) ' 
z-o 
since for each z in 3 we have 
f(z) ,...._,I' a1 1p~-'(z+u, l+s) 
! 
"' a(-)11-,dk((-)u(u--v)) T(k+s+l), ("' 'v k+l, s) 
,...._, £.. 1 k T(l_j_s) '~'~' ~-r ' ' 
):,/ I . 
"' (+ +)~(-)11 _ 1,)/m-lia.(( )l'(u---v))T(m+s) 
,...._,£..1fJpZ v,m 8 ~ 1 m--l T(l+s) · 
m 1-0 
The addition theorem leads to the following multiplication theorem. 
Theorem 3: We have for ,u=O and l, for v=O and land for arbitrary 
constants s, t, n, L' 
1j)p(z+n, s) 1fJ1-_,.(z+u, t) 
·"'"' ' ' (- )11-vJk (( -- )'' (u. -- v) -- w(t, 8)) T(k + 8-+,- t) J (z -1', k + s + t)' 
..:.., k T( 8 -'- t) '1./' 
/; 
'vhere 
(67) w(t, s) = \ t I s 
for fJ = v 
for ,u # J!. 
Proof: I distinguish four cases. 
[ 1] Choose ,u = v = 0. Application of ( 62) with x = u-v- t and (3 = s "- t gives 
(68) 
~' , _ T(z+u-t) _ T(z+v+a;) 1p0(z + u, s) 1p1(z-,- u, t) - T( --L --L ) - T( --L --1- --L {J) z,u,8 z,v,a;, 
J ,..._, ,, (-)k (--t+u-·t') T(k-i-8-i-t) ( _.L k--L --Lt) r k, k T(8--l-t) 1fJoZ,V, ,s,' 
' k 
[2] Choose fh=O; v=l. Application of identity (63) with cx=u-v-;-s 
and (3=s+t gives 
1 
T(z+u-t) T(z+v+cx--{J) 
1fJo(z+u, s) 1fJl(z+u, t) = T(z+u-f-8) = T(z+v+cx) 
(69) ,..._, ,, (--8--u+v) T(k+s+t) ( + k+ +t) 
..:., k T(s+t) 1fJ1 z v, s . 
lc 
[3] Choose fh=l; v=O. By interchanging sand tin (68) we obtain 
,, (--s+u -t') T(lc+s+t) , , 
1p1(z+u,S)1jJ0(z+u,t),..._,f (-)k k T(s+t) 1jJ0(z+v,krs-rt). 
[4] Choose ,u=v= l. By interchanging s and t in (69) we obtain 
' ( t --- ·1), __[_'I') T(k + 8 + t) 
1p1(z+u,S)1fJ0(z+u,t),.._,f'- k · T(s+t) 1jJl(z+v,k+s+t). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4: Let x be a given constant. Let 3 and 3* denote two 
1mbounded point sets lying in a sector - n + E < arg z < n- E, where E > 0, 
such that each point z in 3 * has the propedy that z + cx belongs to 8. 
If fh,v,s,t,u and v are constants, where ,u=O orland v=O orland 
if for z in 3 
(70) f(z) ,...._, I' am 1fJ.u(z + u, 1n + s); cp(z) ,...._, 2;' bn 1p1_1,(Z + 1t, n + t), 
m n 
then we have for z in 3 * 
(71) f(z+cx) tp(z+cx) ,..._, L Cr1fJ.(z+v, r+s+t), 
where for each intege1· r ~ 0 
(72) Cr=l:(-)(1-v)(T-m-n)((--)•(a+u--v)--w(n+t,m+s)) T(r+s+t) a b. 
m,n r-m--n T(m+n+s+t) m n, 
the sum i8 extended over the integer8 n1 ~ 0 and n ~ 0 with m n ;::; r. 
IJ!J 
Notice that one of the two indices oceurring in (70) i~:> equal to 0 and 
that the other index is equal to 1. 
Proof: For each z in B* we have by theorem 3 applied with u replaced 
by X·-7-U, 
f(z + x) cp(z + x) .-...-I' am bn 1p1,(z--,- :x, u, m --- s) 1p1 _ 1,(z, ,x ·i- u, n -:.. t) 
m,n 
""' l (-)!1-->·lk((-)•(.>.---·u---v) w(n-,-t,m---s 1)· 
,....._ ..:.., amJn k 
k,m.n 
T(k+m+n-i-s+t) k . . 1 1 
· T( . , , t) VJ,(z,v, -r-m,n.-s-rt) m,n--,-s--,-
·"'-' I' Cr1p,(z+v, r+s+t), 
r 
where Cr is defined by (72). This establishes the proof. 
Section 7: How a factorial expctnsion can be raised to a given power. 
Assume that a function f(z) possesses in an unbounded point set B 
for large jzj an asymptotic expansion 
(73) f(z) .-...- _I' ( -)"11 aa 1p.(z +IX, h + s), 
h 
where v = 0 or l and where the initial coefficient ao is equal to l. Then 
zsf (z) possesses in B an asymptotic expansion which is a power series 
in l/z with coefficients which are polynomials in x and s. The constant 
term in this power series is equal to l. Consequently for each constant 
p the function zP8fP(z) possesses in B an asymptotic expansion which is 
a power series in 1/z whose coefficients are polynomials in p, x and s. 
In this way we see that fP(z) possesses in B an asymptotic factorial 
expansion with exponent ps whose coefficients are polynomials in p, IX 
and s. 
Theorem 5: Under the conditions formulated above we obtain therefore 
(74) fP(z) .-...-_I' ( -- )"h ua(p, (-)"IX) 1p.(z, h+ps), 
h 
where ~ta(p, IX) is a polynomial in p, x and s; if necessary we write ua(p, x, s) 
instead of ua(p, x). 
This polynomial ua(p, x) is independent of the choice of v and is detennined 
uniquely by the initial condition 
(75) 
and the functional relation 
h-1 
(76) Ua(P + 1, x)- tta(p, IX) = _I bm, h-m(x- ps) Um(p, x) (h;:;. 0), 
m=O 
where 
(77) m) T(n ;--s) k J'(k -l- s) a~;· 
IGO 
Remark 1: We find that u 0(p, ex)= 1 and 
he nee 
u1(p, ex)= (a1- ex8) p -:- i82p(p-1) 
Remark '). vVe shall prove for h>O that Uh(]J, ex) is a polynomial 
in p of degree 2h, in x of degree h and in 8 of degree 2h. Indeed, if h > l 
and if Urn(]J, ex) (o<.m<h) is a polynomial in p of degree 2m, in x of 
degree m and in 8 of degree 2m, then from the faet that brnn(x- p8) is 
a polynomial in p of degree n, in ex of degree n and in 8 of degree 2n it 
follmvs that 'Uh(p+l,ex)-uh(p,o;) is a polynomial in p of degree 2h-L 
in ex of degree h and in 8 of degree 2h. Consequently uh(p, o;) is a 
polynomial in p of degree 2h, in ex of degree h and in 8 of degree 2h. 
Remark 3: The partieular ease ah=O (h>1) and p=1 is identieal 
with the addition theorem formulated in the preeeding section. Indeed, 
from ao= l and ah=O(h> l) it follows that the formulas (76) (applied 
with p= 0), (75) and (77) yield 
( ) _ b ( _ ( _ h (a) T(h+s) Uh l, ex - Oh ex)- ) h F(s) , 
so that formula (74) applied with p= 1 and formula (73) gives 
'!f'.(z +ex, 8) ,._, f(z) ,...._, t' (- )(1-v)h c-r a) r~(~ 8) 1p.(z, h + 8), 
which is the assertion of the addition theorem. 
Proof of theorem 5: The formulas (74) and (73) yield 
(78) 
~ t' (- )"" uh(P+ 1, (-)''ex) 1p.(z, h+p8+8) 
J ,...._, _L' (- )vm Um(]J, (-)"a) '!f'.(z, m+ p8) _L' (- )"" ak '!f'v(z+ex, k+8). 
\ m k 
According to the addition theorem, applied with z replaced by 
z+(-)"(m+p8) and with ex replaced by ex-(-)"(m+p8) we have 
'!f'.(z+ex, k+8) ,...._, _L' (- )"n Ckn(]J, (-)''ex) '~~'• (z+ (- )" (m+p8), k+n+8), 
n 
where 
(79) ( ) = ( -)n (a·-·rn-ps) F(k+n+s) Ckn p, ex n F(k+s) . 
It follows from the definition of '!f'v(z, 8) given in (56) that 
'!f'.(z, m+ p8) 1p.(z+ (- )• (m+p8), k+n+8) = '!f'v(z, m +k-i-n+ p8 +8), 
so that the right hand side of (78) is asymptotically equal to 
_L' (- )"'m+lc+nl Um(p, (- )• ex) Ckn(p, (-)"ex) ak1p.(Z, m + k +n + p8 + 8). 
m,J.::,n 
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Comparison with the left hand side of (78) gives 
(80) uh(P + 1. a) = L ·Um(p, a) Ckn(p, a) ak, 
m-i-k+n=l• 
where the sum is extended over the integers m > 0, k > 0 and n > 0 with 
m+k+n=h. 
The contribution to the right hand side of (80) of the term with 
m = h, k = n = 0 is equal to ~th(p, a) and the contribution of all the other 
terms is 
h-1 h-m h-1 
L Um(JJ, a) L Ck,h-m-k (p, a) ak = L em,h-m(p, a) Um(p. a). 
m=O k=O rn=O 
where by (79) 
n 
emn(p, a) = .L Ck,n-k(p, a) ak 
k=O 
according to (77). This means that the polynomial uh(p, a) satisfies the 
functional relation (76). That it satisfies the initial condition (75) follows 
from (74) applied with p = 0. This establishes the proof. 
Let us now consider the special case that all the coefficients ah(h ~ 1) 
are equal to zero. In this particular case we denote the polynomials 
uh(p, a) by Vn(p, a), so that these polynomials v11(p, a) satisfy according 
to ( 7 6) the functional relation 
(81) Vk(P -f--1 ,a)- Vk(]J,£X) = ~~ (- )h-m (o.: -~~s:m) F(h~(~+s) Vm(p, a) (h ~ 0). 
The polynomials v11(p, a) defined by this functional relation and the 
initial condition 
(82) vo(O, a) = l; (h~ 1) 
occur in the identity 
(83) (tp.(z +a, s) )P "' _L' (- )•h vn(p, (- y a) tp.(z, h + ps). 
h 
We have 
( ' 1)- F(z+o.:) -(' )-1· (, 1)- F(z+.x)- ..L 1· 
'Po Z-r£X, - F(z+o.:+l)- Z-r£X ' 'Po Z-r£X,- - F(z+o.:-1)- z' £X- ' 
so that (83) gives asymptotic factorial expansions for (z+a)P and 
(z +a- 1 )P, where p denotes an arbitrary constant. For instance, if we 
choose a= 0 and s = -I, then we find in the sector -· JC-.- E < arg z < :n- E, 
where E '> 0, for large lzl 
(84) (z --- 1 )P ,..._, .2' ~·h(p, 0) 1p0(z, h -- p) 
h 
and 
(85) zP,.._,_2'( )hvh(p,0)1p1(z.h -p). 
h 
Xotice that. apart from the factor (- )h. these two expansions have 
the same coefficients. This is only a particular case of a general 
phenomenon, the principle of duality, to which we shall devote the next 
section. 
In the particular case that 8 is a negative integer, we can write the 
functional relation (81) in the form 
(86) 
since all the terms with h- m + 8 > 0 occurring on the right 
F(h-m-+-s) l l l of (81) have the property F(s) ' = 0, so t 1at on y tle 




(87) vh(p+1,iX, --1)-vh(p,iX, -1) = (iX--T-1+p-h)vh-l(p,iX, -1) (h:;;-1). 
We shall prove for each integer h > 0 
(88) 
where Bj.n>(iX) denotes the Bernoulli polynomial of order n and degree h 
defined by the identity 
(89) 
The order n is not necessarily an integer; it may not even be real. Of 
course (et ~ 1) n represents the funet.ion which is analytic at t = 0 and 
assumes at that point the value 1. 
The proof of (88) is simple. The polynomial vh(p, iX, -1) is uniquely 
defined by the initial condition (82) and the functional relation (87). 
It is therefore sufficient to show that 
Wh(p, iX) = (~) B).h-p)(iX) 
satisfies these two conditions. If p = 0, then (~) 1s 1 for h = 0 and zero 
for h > 1, so that wh(p, ex) is 1 for h == 0 and zero for h ~ l. Consequently 
wh(p, ,x) satisfies the initial condition (82). 
I ti:~ 
Now we must show that BJ:''(~) satisfies for h;;. l the functional relation 
For h = 0 both sides are equal to zero. For h > l the required functional 
relation follows from 
(90) 
applied with n=h-p-1. Formula (90) follows 1) immediately from the 
definition of the Bernoulli polynomials given in (89). 
Applying (83) with s = -1 we find by means of (88) in the sector 
--:n-;- E<arg Z<:n- E 
(91) (z+~-1)P ,.._, "'' (1') B<h-pl(~) T(z) 
· f h " T{z-t-h-p) 
and 
(92) (z+~)P,....., "'' ( -- )h (P) B(h-Pl( -~) T(z--h+p) f h h · T(z) · 
If p is an integer -;;. 0, then formula (91) with z replaced by z+ 1 and 
with ~=0 gives 
(93) zP ,_,ht (D B)~-P'(O) z(z-1) ... (z+ 1 7 ·h -p). 
Both are polynomials in z, so that the two sides are not only asymptotic-
ally equal, but even identical. 
Formula (93) occurs in the book of Milne-Thomson on page 133, 
formula (3). 
If pis an integer -;;.0, then formula (91) applied with ~ replaced by 
1 - IX and with p replaced by - p- 1 yields in the sector - :n -r· E < arg z < :n- E 
( ---)1• (h + P) Bf•+P+ll(l-cx) 
(z-~)-P-1,....., ,L' P . 
h z(z+ 1) ... (z+h+p) (94) 
It is true that Milne-Thomson states 2) on page 319, (example 15) 
that in a right half plane equality instead of asymptotic equality holds 
and that the series on the right hand side converges in this half plane, 
but in this paper I restrict myself to asymptotic relations. 
Finally we shall prove that the polynomical vh(p, ~. s) has the property 
(95) vh(p-1, -s,s) = vh(p,O,s) (h~O). 
1) See for instance for integral values of n the book of L. M. Milne--Thomson, 
The calculus of finite differences, London 1951, page 129, formula (2). 
2) To compare result (94) with the said result of Milne-Thomson we write by 
means of the complementary argument theorem 
BJ.h+P+l'(1-~) = (-)"Bf•+P+ll(h+p+x). 
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Proof: The polymonial vh(p, 0, 8) is uniquely defined by the initial 
condition 
vo(O. 0, 8) = l (h > l) 
and the functional relation 
h~l (--ps-m) r(h--m+s) (96) vh(P+ 1. 0,8) -vh(p, 0,8) = L. (- )h-m l r() Vm(p, 0. 8). 
· m-o ~-rn s · 
It is therefore sufficient to show that 
(97) Vo( -I, -8,8) =I v~;( -1, -8,8) = 0 (h> I) 
and 
(98) 
~ Vh(p, -8, 8) -vh(p-I, -8, 8) = 
~.· = n~l(-)h-m(-ps--m) r(h-rn+s) ( -I _ ) L. h-m r(s) Vm p ' 8, 8 . 
m-o 
The function 
r(z-s) j(z) = 'lfJo(Z-8, 8) = r(z) 
has the property that 
-1 r(z) (/(z)) = r(z-s) = 'lfo(Z, - 8) 
and possesses, according to (83), applied with p= -I, the asymptotic 
expansion 
2:' vh( -I, -8, 8) 'lfo(z, h-8); 
h 
this gives the required formula (97) 
Finally if in formula (8I) we replace p by p-I and we put <X= -8, 
then we obtain (98). This completes the proof. 
There are still other relations between the polynomials vh(p, <X, 8), for 
instance 
(99) Vk( -p,<X+8, -8) ~ Vk(p,<X,8) (h~I). 
Indeed applying (83) with v = 0 we obtain 
(('1jJ0(z+<X, 8))P ,_, z' vh(p, <X, 8) 'lfJo(z, h +p8), 
h 
where the left hand side is according to (83) equal to 
( r(z+x+s))-p ( ( ' )) ~' ( ) ( h' ) r(z+a) = 'lflo Z-r<X+8, -8 -p ,...._, f Vh -p, <X+8, -8 'lflo Z, -rp8. 
Comparison of the coefficients of 'ljJo(z, h + p8) yields (99). 
